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the 10th century BC. This updated edition features
The Key to Solomon's Key Lon Milo DuQuette

new images, chapters on important symbols, and a

2010-04 Sketching out a fascinating network of

new preface.

historic figures, cults, and Christendom, this book by

The Essential Enochian Grimoire Aaron Leitch

an occult-studies expert and respected authority on

2014-02-08 Discover how to perform Enochian

magic and sorcery takes Western spiritual traditions

magick with a straightforward guide that shows

seriously—but examines them with common sense

just what to do. The Essential Enochian Grimoire is

and self-effacing humor. Working backward from

an easy-to-read manual that's light enough to carry

the Freemasons to one of their original orders, the

in a magickal circle yet provides all the details you

14th-century Knights Templar, the account

need to perform the ceremonies. Impeccably

considers sorcery, heresy, and intrigues; explores

researched and clearly organized, this book is the

the legend that the Knights possessed a powerful

definitive primer on a topic that has captivated

secret dangerous to the Church of Rome; and finds

esotericists for centuries. Explore the history of

an essential clue to the order's practices in their

Enochian cosmology, the angels and the spirits of

connection to the biblical Solomon, king of Israel in

the system, the temple setup, and the making and
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usage of the tools. Learn the secrets of John Dee's

Yechidah, author of Enochian Magic in Theory

classical Enochian system as well as the modern

Enochian Magic Gerald J. Schueler 1985 Considered

system developed by the Golden Dawn. Practice

one of the most powerful forms of magick,

the rituals of the new and the old...and summon the

Enochian Magic is an alternative system to the

angels who guard the gates of heaven. Praise:

Qabala, and functions to awaken the consciousness of

"Aaron Leitch has done a remarkable job of

man to his inherent divinity. This comprehensive

clarifying the Enochian system for the benefit of

and classic manual of Enochian Magic is your map of

both beginners and advanced magicians alike. You

the way upon the path. The step-by-step

will not find a better introduction to Enochian

instructions are for beginning and seasoned

magick anywhere."—Chic and Tabatha Cicero, Chief

magician alike.

Adepts of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn

Enochian World of Aleister Crowley Aleister

and co-authors of The Essential Golden Dawn "In

Crowley 2008-01-01 Many consider Enochiana the

the complex and often confusing world of Enochian

most powerful and least understood system of

magick, Aaron Leitch has accomplished the

Western Occult practice. This book makes it truly

seemingly impossible by bringing clarity and

accessible and easy to understand. Crowley's work

precision while never oversimplifying or speaking

was the launching pad for all that followed.

down to the reader."—Donald Michael Kraig, author

Originally published in 1912, it rent the veil of the

of Modern Magick "An indispensable addition to

Inner Order of the Golden Dawn and revealed its

any Enochian magician's bookshelf."—Frater

most precious jewel for all to see. And now, for the
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first time, the reader is provided with instructions

are an experienced hedge witch or a beginner

that bridge the gap between the material and

exploring new magical practices. You’ll learn about

spiritual worlds by integrating Enochiana with Sex

the history of rites and rituals, mythology for

Magick. Mr DuQuette and Dr Hyatt bring over

today’s world, and how healing works in a modern

forty years of practical experience in the field to

witch house. Celebrate life. The key to celebrating

show you how to start using this powerful system

the abundance of life lies in the recognition that we

right now. It also includes an Enochian dictionary.

are surrounded by all that is magical. Organized by

The Witch's Guide to Ritual Cerridwen Greenleaf

season, The Witch’s Guide to Ritual offers a

2020-01-14 Spiritual Ceremonies to Enrich Daily

suggested ceremony for each day of the year and

Life Practice Sacred Living. Rituals are often

includes hundreds of simple rites, suggestions,

performed to acknowledge special, sacred moments

meditations, and holiday celebrations that can make

of life. When we align ourselves with the rhythms

the ordinary extraordinary. What you'll learn

of the earth, we see that every day is sacred. Sacred

inside this book: • The psychological benefits of

living is the art of acknowledging the abundance of

rituals in your life • Why participating in group

life and the deep meaning within natural rhythms.

events enriches your life and brings you closer to

The Witch’s Guide to Ritual teaches the practice of

friends, family, and loved ones • How to create an

daily rituals for self-care and personal growth. The

altar or shrine as a power center in your home for

Art of Healing. The Witch’s Guide to Ritual can

spiritual renewal • Which crystals, herbs, symbols,

help you create a healing ritual space, whether you

and talismans can bring you calm, health, love,
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prosperity, and happiness Healing is possible with

handed down from Dee and Kelley, and a basic

sacred living. If you enjoyed The Witch’s Book of

Enochian-English/English-Enochian dictionary. The

Self-Care, The Spirit Almanac, The House Witch, or

result is a fascinating linguistic and magical mystery

The Witch’s Book of Rituals, you’ll love this new

story, integral to any study of the Enochian

guide to inspired magical practice.

tradition. Stephen Skinner's lucid Preface sets the

The Complete Enochian Dictionary Donald C

tone and historical context for today's readers.

Laycock 2001-09-01 In 1581, Dr. John Dee, an

The Chicken Qabalah of Rabbi Lamed Ben Clifford

advisor in the court of Queen Elizabeth I, began a

Lon Milo DuQuette 2010-07-01 A unique and

series of experiments intended to explore the ability

humorous -- and also practical -- approach to the

to contact the spirit world. With Edward Kelley

increasingly popular study of Qabalah. This is a

acting as the medium in these experiments, Dee

seriously funny book! Traditional Qabalistic (or

was able to record these communications as they

Cabalistic, or, indeed, Kabbalistic -- read this book to

were transmitted in Enochian -- the language of the

find out what the difference is...we know you've

angels. Donald Laycock has thoroughly analyzed the

always wondered) sources tend to be a bit, er, dry.

work of Dee and Kelley. In this volume, he

DuQuette spices up the Qabalah and makes it come

recounts the history of their experiments. The rest

alive, restoring the joy of learning the fundamentals

of the work consists of a pronunciation guide for the

of this admittedly arcane system by using simple,

twenty-one letters, significant to untangling both

amusing anecdotes and metaphors. This account,

the meaning and the derivation of the messages

written psuedepigraphically (fictitiously attributed
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to a supposed authority), allows DuQuette as Rabbi

magicians into a full working magical system. Learn

Lamed Ben Clifford to soar to outrageous heights

how only a small part of this material reached the

and, when necessary, stand apart from the silliness

Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and was

to highlight the golden eggs of Qabalistic wisdom

suppressed--never appearing in Israel Regardie's

nested therein. Sure to be a revelation to those who

monumental work on the Order rituals.

think that learning about the Qabalah needs to be

Allow Me to Introduce Lon Milo DuQuette 2020

tedious and serious, DuQuette shows that great

"For over thirty years, Lon Milo DuQuette has

truths can be transmitted through the medium of

written incisively about tarot, magick, qabalah,

laughter.

divination, and provided introductory material for

The Practical Angel Magic of Dr. John Dee's

the most renowned authors on these topics, such as

Enochian Tables Stephen Skinner 2010-09-01

Aleister Crowley, Israel Regardie, John Dee, Frater

Derived from two previously unpublished

Achad, Rodney Orpheus, H. P. Lovecraft, Phyllis

seventeenth century manuscripts on angel magic,

Seckler, John Michael Greer, Susan Montag, Donald

this coveted book contains the final corrected

Michael Kraig, and many others. Collected here are

version of John Dee's great tables and an expansion

Lon's best writings, each crafted with an eye

of his most prized book of invocations. Discover

toward the importance and immortality of the work

what happened to John Dee's most important

with his studied insight and scholarship, along with

manuscript, his book of personal angelic invocations,

his renowned sense of humor. Considered as a

and how it was developed by seventeenth century

whole, this collection of writings provides an
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invaluable introduction to many aspects and

angels from the various tablets. Discover the

personalities of the occult and esoteric world by one

purpose of the tools. Ponder the mysteries of the

of the foremost authorities on such arcane subjects"--

more obscure parts of the system, with Yechidah's

Enochian Magic in Theory Dean F. Wilson 2012-02

suggestions for what they might mean. This tome

The first of Frater Yechidah's eagerly awaited

provides a comprehensive overview of the

Enochian Magic series, detailing John Dee and

Enochian system for both scholars and magicians,

Edward Kelley's magical system in extraordinary

with excerpts from Dee's diaries and insights from a

detail, from the Heptarchic system to Enochian

number of Enochian magicians over the last

proper. Yechidah provides a unique mix of

century. Enochian Magic in Theory is the first of a

thorough research with his own experience and

two part series on Dee's angelic system, with

understanding from using the system for many

Enochian Magic in Practice providing the practical

years, resulting in a book that is both scholarly and

instructions for how to put the magic into use.

insightful. He explores the history behind the

The Enochian Magick of Dr John Dee John Dee

famous magician and seer, shows how the system

1984 You may have heard people speak of it in

was delivered, explains why it is such a powerful

hushed tones: Enochian magick! Some say it is

magical tool, and answers many of the questions

dangerous. Others say it is the most powerful

that people have asked about the nature of the

magick known. Now you can find out the truth

angelic beings. Gain an indepth knowledge of

when you read The Enochian Magick of Dr. John

Enochian magic. Learn how to derive the names of

Dee by Geoffrey James (previously published as
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The Enochian Evocation of Dr. John Dee). This

worked their evocations is fully explained so you

system was received by Dr. John Dee, astrologer to

can recreate their experiments and tap into some of

Queen Elizabeth I of England, and his assistant,

the most powerful magick available.

Edward Kelly. Together, through a series of

Llewellyn's Truth About Enochian Magick Betty

evocations, they discovered a system of magick so

Schueler 2013-09-08 Originally revealed to the

potent that some people fear to use it. Now you can

sixteenth-century magician, Dr. John Dee, and his

learn the entire Enochian system as never before.

assistant, Edward Kelly, Enochian Magick has been

Previously, people went to secondary sources such

used by the famed Hermetic Order of the Golden

as the Golden Dawn or Aleister Crowley for

Dawn and by the magus, Aleister Crowley. With

information on the Enochian system. Here, for the

The Truth About Enochian Magick, you will: •

first time, are the diaries of Dr. Dee, which reveal

Uncover the three major laws of Enochian Magick •

the entire system so you can use it for a wide

Invoke powerful Angels for enlightenment •

variety of magical purposes. Presented here is the

Travel the magical universe

definitive version of the forty-eight angelic keys

Angels and Archangels Damien Echols 2020-07-14

according to Dee himself. Revealed are the names of

Learn to call on the divine assistance of angelic

the sixteen good angels who are most skilled and

forces to shape your life and accelerate your

powerful in medicine and in the curing of diseases,

spiritual practice in this in-depth guide from

as well as the sixteen angels of the four elements.

Damien Echols. “The ultimate goal of working with

Every step of the method by which Dee and Kelly

angels is to become one ourselves. That’s what
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people actually are—unconscious angels.” —Damien

clear presentation of angels and archangels as they

Echols “Angels do not belong to any one single

have been honored in mystical traditions for

religion, system, or dogma,” teaches Damien Echols.

thousands of years • The names and qualities of

“They are almost pure energy—the very substance

individual angels and archangels, as associated with

the cosmos is made of. They’re also incredibly

the elements, the Zodiac, the Tree of Life, and the

willing to work with us if asked.” With Angels and

Tarot • Foundational practices and meditations for

Archangels, this bestselling author presents an

building your skills with magick • How to call on

essential resource for understanding what angels

angels for blessing, protection, invocation, the

are, how they make themselves available, and

creation of talismans and sigils, and more •

magickal practices to invoke their power to

Advanced angel magick rituals, including the Rose

transform your life. For the magician—or anyone

Cross, the Celestial Lotus, and the Shem Operation •

seeking to enlist helping forces on the path of

The Holy Guardian Angel—the key contact for

awakening—invoking angels and archangels gives

stepping into your true nature beyond ego

you access to incredible potential for manifestation,

consciousness “When working with angels and

healing, and spiritual growth. In this lucid and

archangels,” says Damien, “I’ve come to realize that

information-packed guide, Damien shares his

they don’t carry out the tasks we charge them with

unique understanding and experience of magickal

just because we ask them to—they do it because

practices refined in the crucible of his wrongful

they perceive the divine within us.” Angels and

death row imprisonment. Here you’ll discover: • A

Archangels is an essential resource for every
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magickal library, an invitation by one of the most

"The Rites of Eleusis." This is the perfect

exciting modern teachers of the art to discover the

introductory text for readers who wonder what the

enormous potential waiting for your call.

works--rather than the myth--of Aleister Crowley

The Magick of Aleister Crowley Lon Milo

are all about. DuQuette takes the mystery out of

Duquette 2003-11-01 Aleister Crowley's ascension

both the rituals themselves and Crowley's writing

into the pantheon of alternative gurus was

in this modern grimoire. Step by step, he presents a

cemented by his appearance on The Beatles' Sgt.

course of study in plain English, with examples of

Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band album cover.

rituals and explanations of their significance.

Unfortunately, he was known more for his

DuQuette also includes a course of study for

reputation as "The Beast 666" and "The Wickedest

Crowley's original works with an extensive

Man in the World." All well and good for publicity,

bibliography and fastidious footnotes.

but this infamy eclipsed his teachings, as did his

Enochian Magic for Beginners Donald Tyson

technical and opaque writing style, meant more for

2002-09-01 Some magicians say it is the most

adepts contemporary to him than the average

powerful magical system ever. The Golden Dawn

modern reader. Enter Lon Milo DuQuette to

used it. Aleister Crowley used it. A growing

decipher and explain Crowley's texts and more

number of magicians use it. And now, you can use

important rituals. Formerly titled The Magick of

it too thanks to Donald Tyson and his book,

Thelema, this revised edition features extensive

Enochian Magic for Beginners. Revealed to John

corrections, a new introduction, and a new ritual,

Dee and Edward Kelley over 400 years ago, much
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of this system has been ignored or misunderstood,

to perform the ritual of the system. But the Golden

even by famous magicians. Some of the source

Dawn Enochian system is also quite powerful, and

material has been fragmented, obscure, or

you will learn all of the inner secrets of this system

unavailable. Thankfully, Mr. Tyson has worked

so you can practice it on your own. Also included

long and hard to rediscover what was missing and

are two new designs for Enochian typefaces, Donald

piece together what had been changed. Make no

Tyson's reconstruction of the Enochian Book of

mistake—this is not a superficial treatment of

Spirits, and much more. If you have found that

Enochian magic. Yes, it is written for beginners,

your magic has not been as successful as you would

but it is also a vital and important resource for those

like, this is the book you need to start a new page in

who are currently practicing the Enochian system.

your magical career. If you want to learn about the

Most people today follow the Golden Dawn's

Enochian system, this book is the best introduction

method of Enochian magic. But did you know that

to it to date. And if you are already practicing

they left out a major portion of the system? It's true!

Enochian magic, you will find this book to be a

They did not include the Heptarchia Mystica, a

valuable resource.

manuscript discovered amongst John Dee's

The Sorcerer's Secrets Jason Miller 2009-01-01 This

belongings. In Enochian Magic for Beginners, you

book is about real magick, effecting real change, in a

will learn the secrets of the Heptarchia Mystica,

real world. There are some books on magick that

including such things as the Angelic seven rulers,

teach it purely as spiritual advancement. There are

the preparations for practice of the system, and how

others that teach it as a form of psychological self-
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help that effects only inner change. While magick

Sorcerer's Secrets will help rescue the art of Magick

can and should be both of these, it is something

from those who have ignored, downplayed, or just

more. The Sorcerer's Secrets is about success in

outright denied the existence of practical sorcery in

practical magick; it is a book that aims at change in

favor of arcane titles, intangible results, and fantasy

both the outer and inner worlds. Beyond a mere

attainments.

spell book or training course, The Sorcerer's Secrets

Enochian Magic in Practice Frater Yechidah

is a field manual on successful sorcery written by a

2016-06-01 The second of Frater Yechidah's eagerly

professional sorcerer. The first part of the book lays

awaited Enochian Magic series, detailing John Dee

out the qualities, concepts, and exercises necessary

and Edward Kelley's magical system in

to attempt practical magick. The second part

extraordinary detail, from the Heptarchic system to

presents clear strategies for tackling almost any type

Enochian proper. This expansive volume goes

of issue with sorcery. In this book you will learn

beyond the theory, giving a detailed, thorough and

how to: Attack problems from multiple angles, not

comprehensive guide on how to put Enochian

just by casting a spell. Blend mundane and magickal

magic into practice, from skyring and evocation to

action to ensure success. Figure out whether what

tools and talismans, and, for the first time ever, a

you are doing is working. Fix it if it isn't. Go

complete method for the binding of Cacodaemons.

beyond readings, into magickal intelligence-

This tome gives easy to follow instructions on how

gathering. Influence the minds of other people.

to use the Enochian system, both from the original

Work most effectively on behalf of others. The

Dee perspective, and also from more modern
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techniques, such as those employed by the Golden

information into a series of manuscripts and

Dawn, Aleister Crowley, the Order of the Sons and

workbooks. Author Geoffrey James presents here

Daughters of Light, and other pioneering magicians.

the direct translation of the core of the channeled

The Enochian Evocation of Dr. John Dee Geoffrey

material itself, framed in a historical context, with

James 2009-06-01 Based on the transcriptions of Dr.

authority and integrity.

John Dee, the famous Elizabethan scientist and

Planetary Magick Melita Denning 2011 Planetary

magus, The Enochian Evocation of Dr. John Dee is

magick lies at the root of all astrological, alchemical,

the translation of the original material received

and Qabalistic lore. Although the planetary powers

from direct Angelic contact. In 1852 Dee and his

of the cosmos are far beyond our intervention, their

partner Edward Kelly, while gazing into a crystal

correspondences in the depths of the psyche are

stone, began to see and hear angels. These beings

within our reach through certain special meditative

desired to re-establish the true art of magic, which

and ritual methods.

had been lost due to man’s wickedness and

Practical Enochian Magick Jason Augustus

ignorance. The true magical art, these beings

Newcomb 2007-12-01 Enochian Magick is arguably

claimed, would bestow superhuman powers upon

the most intriguing and potent form of ceremonial

its practitioners, change the political structure of

magick available today. Dr. John Dee, a prominent

Europe, and herald the coming of the Apocalypse.

philosopher in the Elizabethan court, literally

Dee believed this research would greatly benefit

received this system of magick from angels through

mankind and documented all of the channeled

the scrying mediumship of Edward Kelly. This
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book offers a complete approach to conducting this

Edward Kelley--perhaps the most powerful and

magical system for the modern adept. It contains

elegant of all magical systems. Dee and Kelley's

instructions in the practical use of all three major

work is one of the most popular magical techniques

parts of the Enochian system: the Four

seized upon by modern magicians"--

Watchtowers, the Thirty Aethyrs and the

Magical Diaries of Aleister Crowley Aleister

Heptarchia Mystica. Rather than a mere rehash of

Crowley 1996-01-01 Written after his expulsion by

Golden Dawn material this book offers an approach

Mussolini from the abbey of Thelema in Cefalu,

that honors both the innovations of the Golden

Sicily, these records consolidate the work that

Dawn and the essence of the original Dee materials

Crowley began in Cefalu and explore more deeply

in an un-dogmatic and nonsectarian format that is

the various techniques of cabalistic and sexual

extremely accessible. Although this book is

magic, as well as his contact with the Arab magic of

particularly designed for students of the New

North Africa.

Hermetics, any practicing occultist interested in the

Mastering the Mystical Heptarchy Scott Stenwick

Enochian system will find this book incredibly

2011-10-01 Dr. John Dee, England's most famous

useful.

Renaissance magus, spent seven years working

The Practice of Enochian Magick Aleister Crowley

with scryer Edward Kelley in the late sixteenth

2019 "Presents readers with the Enochian selections

century. Together the two men established contact

from Aleister Crowley's original book Equinox and

with various angels who endeavored to teach them

contains the Enochian Magic of John Dee and

a new spiritual system described as the true art of
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magick. Dee's diaries chronicling these

Tables John Dee 2004

communications formed the basis of the Enochian

Consciousness Medicine Françoise Bourzat

magical system, which has profoundly influenced

2019-06-25 A comprehensive guide to the safe and

the development of ritual magick for centuries and

ethical application of expanded states of

is reputed by many to be especially effective. The

consciousness for therapists, healing practitioners,

Heptarchia Mystica is the only part of the Enochian

and sincere explorers Psychedelic medicines also

system that Dee ever managed to assemble into a

known as entheogens are entering the mainstream.

usable grimoire, but paradoxically it also seems to be

And it’s no wonder: despite having access to the

the most overlooked portion of his work. Author

latest wellness trends and advances in technology,

Scott Michael Stenwick presents this material in a

we’re no healthier, happier, or more meaningfully

coherent manner suitable for both modern

connected. Psilocybin mushrooms, ayahuasca, and

magicians and traditional grimoire practitioners,

LSD—as well as other time-tested techniques with

with an eye towards producing measurable,

the power to shift consciousness such as drumming,

practical results. The powers of the Heptarchial

meditation, and vision quests—are now being

Kings and Princes are extensive, and yet conjuring

recognized as potent catalysts for change and

and conversing with them is a relatively simple

healing. But how do we ensure that we’re

process. Unlock the secrets of this remarkable

approaching them effectively? Françoise Bourzat—a

grimoire, and employ them to transform your life.

counselor and experienced guide with sanctioned

The Practical Angel Magic of John Dee's Enochian

training in the Mazatec and other indigenous
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traditions—and healer Kristina Hunter introduce a

essential papers of Crowley's teaching order, A.A.

holistic model focusing on the threefold process of

Unfortunately, much of this material is currently

preparation, journey, and integration. Drawing

out of print. Now, renowned scholar and U.S.

from more than thirty years of experience,

Duputy Grandmaster General of the O.T.O., Lon

Bourzat’s skillful and heartfelt approach presents the

Milo DuQuette offers readers The Best of the

therapeutic application of expanded states, without

Equinox, Volume One of this four-volume

divorcing them from their traditional contexts.

collection presents readers with the Enochian

Consciousness Medicine delivers a coherent map for

selections from The Equinox and contains the

navigating nonordinary states of consciousness,

Enochian Magic of John Dee and Edward Kelley--

offering an invaluable contribution to the field of

perhaps the most powerful and most popular of all

healing and transformation.

magical systems. Selected by DuQuette from both

The Best of the Equinox, Volume I Aleister

in-print and out-of-print editions of The Equinox,

Crowley 2012-10-01 The Equinox became the

this is an affordable volume for Crowley fans,

standard for English language esotericism in the

packed with high magick.

early 20th century, aptly termed the "Encyclopedia

The Complete Mystical Records of Dr. John Dee (3-

of Initiation" by its principal editor and contributor,

Volume Set) Kevin Klein 2020-04-08 Now available

Aleister Crowley. This ten-volume collection had

in a three-volume paperback set, this is a must-have

remarkable variety, depth, and the utility of its

treasure for Dee aficionados and esoteric scholars

contents encompass Qabalah, tarot, yoga, and the

who absolutely need the most meticulously detailed
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version of these highly influential works. A labor of

The Magic Seal of Dr. John Dee. the Sigillum Dei

love ten years in the making, these volumes

Aemeth Colin D. Campbell 2010-01-01

include transcripts of four manuscripts from the

Understanding Aleister Crowley's Thoth Tarot Lon

British Library and one from the Bodleian Library

Milo Duquette 2017-09-01 Originally published in

in Oxford. Two of these manuscripts are only

2003, Understanding Aleister Crowley's Thoth

available in this set. Each page is laid out to match

Tarot has proved to be the essential guide to

the original manuscripts, including lines, marks,

accessing the unique symbolism and meaning of

notations, diagrams, and notes that Dee wrote on the

Aleister Crowley's remarkable tarot deck along

paper. Also includes ten appendices featuring maps,

with the deeply textured artwork of Lady Frieda

a gazetteer, the 48 Keys, the complete Angelic

Harris. Crowley authority Lon Milo DuQuette starts

lexicon, a glossary of archaic words, a manuscript

by providing an insightful historical background

index, and much more. A deluxe three-volume

before delving into descriptions of each card in

paperback edition of the sold-out limited-edition

depth, from a tarot perspective and from an

hardcover set (9780738752587).

expanded, magickal point of view. He first describes

John Dee's Conversations with Angels Deborah E.

the tarot meaning of each card in detail and then

Harkness 1999-11-13 This book is about Elizabethan

explains all the other attributions Crowley intended.

England's most famous 'scientist' or natural

This unique guide has been updated with a new

philosopher John Dee and his 'conversations with

introduction that provides information on the

angels'.

unicursal hexagram cards included with the deck
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but never explained. Replaces ISBN 9781578632763

DuQuette introduces the origins of Enochian

Enochian Vision Magick Lon Milo DuQuette

magick and offers the expert and novice alike the

2019-09-01 Having mastered the arts and sciences of

opportunity not only to see the big picture of the

his age, Elizabethan magus Dr. John Dee

full system but also the practical means by which

(1527–1608) resolved that worldly knowledge could

he or she can become attuned in the same step-by-

no longer provide him the wisdom he desired, and

step manner that first prepared Dee and Kelley.

as did so many other learned men of the day, he

First published by Weiser in 2008, this new edition

turned his attention to magick. In 1582 he and his

includes a new introduction and new back matter

clairvoyant partner Edward Kelley made magical

by the author as well as a new foreword by Jason

contact with a number of spiritual entities who

Louv. Replaces ISBN 978-1-57863-382-1

identified themselves as angels—the same that

Low Magick Lon Milo DuQuette 2011-09-08 Take a

communicated with Enoch and the patriarchs of the

fascinating journey into the life of one of the most

Old Testament. Over the next 3 years they

respected, sought-after, and renowned magicians

revealed to Dee and Kelley three distinct magical

alive today: Lon Milo DuQuette. In this follow-up to

systems of vision magick. The third and last of these

his popular autobiography, My Life with the

incorporated a series of “calls” to be recited in an

Spirits, DuQuette tells how a friend was cursed by a

angelic language in order to raise the consciousness

well-known foreign filmmaker and how they

of the magician to a level where angelic contact is

removed that curse with a little help from

possible. In Enochian Vision Magick, Lon Milo

Shakespeare. He explains how, as a six-year-old, he
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used the Law of Attraction to get a date with Linda

magical power of the Divine In this comprehensive

Kaufman, the most beautiful girl in first-grade.

introduction to Enochian magic and beyond, John

DuQuette also reveals the ins and outs of working

DeSalvo explains how the magic system transmitted

with demons and provides a compelling account of

by the angels to John Dee and Edward Kelley in

performing an exorcism at a private Catholic high

the 16th century has until now remained

school. As entertaining as they are informative, the

incomplete and thus not as powerful as the angels

true stories in this memoir contain authentic

intended. Drawing on his in-depth study of John

magical theory and invaluable technical

Dee’s diaries, DeSalvo explains how Dee and Kelley

information.

were given the Enochian tables and calls but their

Enochian Magic and the Higher Worlds John

communications with the angels were severed

DeSalvo 2015-03-16 A step-by-step guide to the

before they received the full practical instructions

rituals of Enochian magic for reaching the higher

for Enochian magic. To this day, most magical

spiritual realms • Reveals missing practical

groups improvise and make up rituals based on

instructions for the Enochian magic system

their own ideas and imagination--the magic they

received by John Dee and Edward Kelley •

practice is not true angelic magic. After many

Explains that the angelic realm is only the first and

successful Enochian magic rituals and years of his

farthest away of the spiritual realms surrounding

own spiritual work, DeSalvo has discovered

God • Shows how to connect with the higher

additional key pieces to the magical system of Dee

worlds beyond the angels to tap more fully in to the

and Kelley, a system now known as Power Magic.
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He provides step-by-step instructions for more

to God. The basis for many of the modern systems of

complete and accurate Enochian magic rituals and

magic, including the Golden Dawn, Enochian magic

reveals how the angelic realm is only the first and

is named after the biblical prophet Enoch, who

farthest away of the spiritual realms surrounding

received the same knowledge and wisdom that was

God. He explains how to penetrate this angelic

later conveyed to the astrologer to the court of

realm with Power Magic to reach higher spiritual

Queen Elizabeth I, Dr. John Dee, by angels in the

worlds and receive more powerful knowledge and

16th century. In The Lost Art of Enochian Magic

energy. He shows that by connecting with the

John DeSalvo traces the history of magic--from the

higher worlds beyond the angels, we can tap more

earliest civilizations of the Akadians and Egyptians

fully in to the magical power of the Divine and

through the Greco-Roman period and up to the

begin restoring the planetary magic of our most

present time--to reveal how magic has penetrated

ancient ancestors.

and influenced our religious beliefs and practices

The Lost Art of Enochian Magic John DeSalvo

today. Through his unprecedented investigation

2010-05-14 A practical guide to Dr. John Dee’s

into the angelic magic of Dr. John Dee, during

angelic magic • Contains instructions for performing

which time he deciphered Dee’s original phonetic

Enochian magic meditations • Examines John Dee’s

notations in the margins of Dee’s 16th-century

original diaries from the British Library Enochian

diaries, DeSalvo learned to properly reproduce the

magic is a powerful, ancient system for opening

“Enochian calls,” which act like mantras in opening

portals to heavenly realms and enabling the ascent

higher realms and invoking angels, key to this type
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of magical practice. DeSalvo shows how to use

16th century. Laying the foundation for modern

Enochian magic for personal spiritual development

science, he actively promoted mathematics and

and also as protection from negative energies.

astronomy as well as made advances in navigation

John Dee and the Empire of Angels Jason Louv

and optics that helped elevate England to the

2018-04-17 A comprehensive look at the life and

foremost imperial power in the world. Centuries

continuing influence of 16th-century scientific

ahead of his time, his theoretical work included the

genius and occultist Dr. John Dee • Presents an

concept of light speed and prototypes for telescopes

overview of Dee’s scientific achievements,

and solar panels. Dee, the original “007” (his crown-

intelligence and spy work, imperial strategizing,

given moniker), even invented the idea of a

and his work developing methods to communicate

“British Empire,” envisioning fledgling America as

with angels • Pieces together Dee’s fragmentary

the new Atlantis, himself as Merlin, and Elizabeth

Spirit Diaries and examines Enochian in precise

as Arthur. But, as Jason Louv explains, Dee was

detail and the angels’ plan to establish a New World

suppressed from mainstream history because he

Order • Explores Dee’s influence on Sir Francis

spent the second half of his career developing a

Bacon, modern science, Rosicrucianism, and 20th-

method for contacting angels. After a brilliant ascent

century occultists such as Jack Parsons, Aleister

from star student at Cambridge to scientific advisor

Crowley, and Anton LaVey Dr. John Dee

to the Queen, Dee, with the help of a disreputable,

(1527-1608), Queen Elizabeth I’s court advisor and

criminal psychic named Edward Kelley, devoted

astrologer, was the foremost scientific genius of the

ten years to communing with the angels and
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archangels of God. These spirit communications

Aleister Crowley, and Anton LaVey, Louv shows

gave him the keys to Enochian, the language that

how John Dee continues to impact science and the

mankind spoke before the fall from Eden. Piecing

occult to this day.

together Dee’s fragmentary Spirit Diaries and

Enochian Vision Magick Lon Milo DuQuette

scrying sessions, the author examines Enochian in

2019-09 Having mastered the arts and sciences of his

precise detail and explains how the angels used Dee

age, Elizabethan magus Dr. John Dee (1527-1608)

and Kelley as agents to establish a New World

resolved that worldly knowledge could no longer

Order that they hoped would unify all monotheistic

provide him the wisdom he desired, and as did so

religions and eventually dominate the entire globe.

many other learned men of the day, he turned his

Presenting a comprehensive overview of Dee’s life

attention to magick. In 1582 he and his clairvoyant

and work, Louv examines his scientific

partner Edward Kelley made magical contact with

achievements, intelligence and spy work, imperial

a number of spiritual entities who identified

strategizing, and Enochian magick, establishing a

themselves as angels--the same that communicated

psychohistory of John Dee as a singular force and

with Enoch and the patriarchs of the Old

fundamental driver of Western history. Exploring

Testament. Over the next 3 years they revealed to

Dee’s influence on Sir Francis Bacon, the

Dee and Kelley three distinct magical systems of

development of modern science, 17th-century

vision magick. The third and last of these

Rosicrucianism, the 19th-century occult revival,

incorporated a series of "calls" to be recited in an

and 20th-century occultists such as Jack Parsons,

angelic language in order to raise the consciousness
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of the magician to a level where angelic contact is

Elizabethan magician Dr. John Dee who, with the

possible. In Enochian Vision Magick, Lon Milo

assistance of his seer, Edward Kelly, channeled an

DuQuette introduces the origins of Enochian

angelic language and alphabet that is remarkably

magick and offers the expert and novice alike the

effective in opening up the mind to currents of

opportunity not only to see the big picture of the

intelligence far beyond the human norm. Whether

full system but also the practical means by which

you are a beginner on your path of study or already

he or she can become attuned in the same step-by-

an advanced magician, there is something for you in

step manner that first prepared Dee and Kelley.

Enochian Initiation. Author Frater W.I.T. shares his

First published by Weiser in 2008, this new edition

own experiences and deeply personal visions,

includes a new introduction and new back matter

expanding upon and broadening the path toward

by the author as well as a new foreword by Jason

understanding forged by John Dee, Aleister

Louv. Replaces ISBN 978-1-57863-382-1

Crowley, and other great magicians who have come

Enochian Initiation Frater W.I.T. 2006-06-15

before. By bringing this practice into the modern

Experience a new reality through wondrous

era, Frater W.I.T. shows how human consciousness

visions of the Enochian angels Enochian magick, a

can be expanded and examined more closely than

system of angelic evocation, is one of the oldest

with simple meditation, psychoanalysis, or even

forms of ceremonial magick in the Western world,

mind-altering drugs. For those of you who might

and perhaps the single most powerful magical

have hesitated to study Enochian magick because

system in all occultism. It was developed by the

you do not share the same beliefs or convictions of
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the deeply religious Elizabethans, rest assured that

It has survived to become the cornerstone of the

it is possible to achieve the same wondrous results

modern ceremonial magician's practice. In 1582 Dee

within a neutral spiritual context. Frater W.I.T. has

and his clairvoyant partner Edward Kelley made

developed a nonreligious spirituality in his

magical contact with a number of spiritual entities

conjurations while still using Hebrew and Enochian

who identified themselves as angels -- the same that

divine names. Through this book, you too will learn

communicated with Adam, Enoch, and the

how to develop new techniques and ideas to shape

patriarchs of the Old Testament. Over the next

your own magical style and method. An initiate of

three years they revealed to Dee and Kelley three

both the Masonic and Rosicrucian schools of

distinct magical systems of vision magick. The third

mystery, Frater W.I.T. has spent more than twenty

and last of these incorporated a series of "calls" to be

years studying western occult traditions. The

recited in an angelic language in order to raise the

purpose of his life's work is to develop new

consciousness of the magician to a level where

methods of ceremonial magick and explore new

angelic contact is possible. Bestselling author and

vistas of psychic and spiritual potential.

magician, Lon Milo DuQuette, who has practiced

Enochian Vision Magick Lon Milo DuQuette

Dee's system for over twentyfive years, has seized

2008-06-01 Dr. John Dee (1527-1608) was one of the

upon elements of the original Dee material

greatest minds of the Elizabethan Age, and his

overlooked by adepts of the Golden Dawn, Aleister

system of angelic communication was the result of

Crowley, and other modern magicians, and brought

the most dramatic magical operation ever recorded.

them to light in Enochian Vision Magick. DuQuette
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offers the expert and novice alike the practical

proper ways of drawing, parrying, and cutting.

means by which they can become attuned in the

Each drill is illustrated with step-by-step drawings

same simple step-by-step manner that first prepared

to help students hone their techniques; together

Dee and Kelley. There has never been a book on

they provide a comprehensive system of general

Enochian magick like this one.

skills development for anyone interested in using

Practice Drills for Japanese Swordsmanship

the Japanese sword.

Nicklaus Suino 2008-02-05 To become an expert

John Dee's Five Books of Mystery John Dee

swordsman, one must pay close attention to detail,

2003-01-01 Discovered in a hidden compartment of

be highly self-critical, and practice diligently every

an old chest long after his death, the secret writings

day under the guidance of a good teacher.

of John Dee, one of the leading scientists and

Unfortunately, contact time with a worthy mentor

occultists of Elizabethan England, record in minute

is limited for most. Practice Drills for Japanese

detail his research into the occult. Dee concealed his

Swordsmanship fills this obvious gap in the training

treatises on the nature of humankind's contact with

of the modern swordsman by providing bokuto

angelic realms and languages throughout his life,

(wooden sword) drills to supplement the formal

and they were nearly lost forever. In his brief

class activity of forms practice. Both single and two-

biography of John Dee, Joseph Peterson calls him a

person drills are presented, some common to iaido

"true Renaissance man"? detailing his work in

and kenjutsu, others extracted from iaido forms by

astronomy, mathematics, navigation, the arts,

the author and used to teach his own students the

astrology, and the occult sciences. He was even
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thought to be the model for Shakespeare's Prospero.

While Dee's influence was certainly felt in his

All this was preparation for Dee's main

lifetime, his popularity has grown tremendously

achievement: five books, revealed and transcribed

since. His system was used and adapted by the

between March 1582 and May 1583, bringing to

Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and

light mysteries and truths that scholars and adepts

subsequently by Aleister Crowley. This new

have been struggling to understand and use ever

edition of John Dee's Five Books of Mystery is by

since. These books detail his system for

far the most accessible and complete published to

communicating with the angels, and reveal that the

date. Peterson has translated Latin terms and added

angels were interested in and involved with the

copious footnotes, putting the instructions and

exploration and colonization of the New World, and

references into context for the modern reader.

in heralding in a new age or new world order.
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